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Abstract.—Advocates of maximum likelihood (ML) approaches to phylogenetics commonly cite as one of their primary
advantages the use of objective statistical criteria for model selection. Currently, a particular implementation of the likelihood
ratio test (LRT) is the most commonly used model-selection criterion in phylogenetics. This approach requires the choice of a
starting point and a parameter addition (or removal) sequence that can affect all ML inferences (i.e., topology, model, and all
evolutionary parameters). Here, several alternative starting points and parameter sequences are tested in empirical data sets
to assess their influence on model selection and optimal topology. In the studied data sets, varying model-selection protocols
leads to selection of different models that, in some cases, lead to different ML trees. Given the sensitivity of the LRT, some
possible solutions to model selection (within the hypothesis testing approach) are outlined, and alternative model-selection
criteria are discussed. Some of the suggested alternatives seem to lack these problems, although their behavior and adequacy
for phylogenetics needs to be further explored. [hierarchical likelihood ratio test; maximum likelihood; model selection.]

Maximum likelihood (ML) methods of statistical infer-
ence are characterized by the likelihood function, which
is proportional to the probability of observing the data
given a probabilistic model and its associated parame-
ters (Edwards, 1992). The point estimates of this method
are obtained selecting the parameter values of the model
that maximize the probability of observing the data. A
wide variety of methods have been proposed for in-
ferring trees from nucleic acid sequences, but during
the last decade a particular kind of ML approach be-
came increasingly popular, the maximum relative likeli-
hood (sensu Steel and Penny, 2000). This approach was
first proposed by Felsenstein (1973, 1981) for the anal-
ysis of nucleotide sequences and requires the specifi-
cation of a probabilistic model of evolution in order
to calculate the likelihood score of a given tree (topol-
ogy plus a set of branch lengths) based on the sequence
data.

Numerous probabilistic models of sequence evolution
have been proposed to date, differing in their complexity
and in which parameters are used to describe the process
of nucleotide substitution. Many of these have been im-
plemented in software packages, allowing researchers to
use most of them in empirical analyses (e.g., Swofford,
2002; Yang, 1997; Felsenstein, 2002; Olsen et al., 1994).
The wide range of available alternative models forces
the question of what model is appropriate for the prob-
lem at hand. This question is central because it affects
the likelihood-based inferences of the evolutionary pro-
cess and can be a decisive factor in the estimation of the
optimal topology. The influence of an appropriate model
in likelihood analyses has been thoroughly documented
in analytical (e.g., Chang, 1996), simulation-based (e.g.,
Khuner and Felsenstein, 1994; Tateno et al., 1994; Gaut
and Lewis, 1995), and empirical studies (e.g., Sullivan
and Swofford, 1997; Kelsey et al., 1999; Buckley et al.,
2001).

Several authors considered one of the key advan-
tages of the relative ML approach the availability
of objective statistical methods for model selection
(e.g., Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997; Sullivan and
Swofford, 1997; Swofford et al., 1996). Several model-

selection methods have been proposed in phylogenet-
ics, including statistical hypothesis testing approaches
such as the likelihood ratio test (Felsenstein, 1973,
1981; Goldman, 1993; Yang et al., 1995; Huelsenbeck
and Crandall, 1997), information-theoretic approaches
such as the Akaike information criterion (Kishino and
Hasegawa, 1989; Tamura, 1994; Muse, 1999), or Bayesian
methods (Morozov et al., 2000; Bollback, 2002; Suchard
et al., 2002; Minin et al., 2003; Huelsenbeck et al., 2004).
However, as Posada and Crandall (2001) noted, until re-
cently it was remarkably common to find published em-
pirical studies that used given model without including
any kind of justification. Furthermore, as they noted, the
LRT has been used much more extensively than the other
model selection methods.

In phylogenetics, the LRT consists of successively per-
forming multiple pairwise tests of goodness of fit be-
tween two models (a simpler [null hypothesis] and a
more complex model [alternative hypothesis]). These
tests are usually implemented by starting with a sim-
ple model and progressively adding parameters to the
null model (if this increases significantly the likelihood
score). Thus, the different parameters are successively
added until the current null model is not rejected (e.g.,
Cunningham et al., 1998). Alternatively, a similar proce-
dure can be done starting with the most complex model
and progressively removing parameters (if this does
not decrease significantly the likelihood score). Differ-
ent parameters are successively removed until the cur-
rent null model (the simpler model) is rejected (e.g., Frati
et al., 1997; Wilgenbusch and de Queiroz, 2000). Due to
the structure in which the multiple tests are conducted,
Posada and Crandall (1998, 2001) dubbed these iterative
approaches, involving the addition or elimination of pa-
rameters, the hierarchical LRT (hLRT).

This protocol is based on a statistical hypothesis-
testing framework widely applied in linear regressions
(Miller, 1990) and aims to select a model with high pre-
dictive power, a critical property in experimental sci-
ences. A model is selected based on the bias-variance
trade-off (Cox and Snell, 1974; Draper and Smith, 1998),
choosing models with as many parameters as needed to
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obtain an adequate fit and as few parameters as possi-
ble in order to keep the total error of prediction reason-
ably small (and avoid excessive computational costs).
The hypothesis-testing approach for model selection has
been criticized based on different arguments regarding
the use of χ2 critical distribution in some cases (e.g.,
Yang et al., 1995; Zhang, 1999; Sanderson and Kim, 2000;
Posada and Buckley, 2004), an arbitrary alpha value (e.g.,
Burnham and Anderson, 1998), and its general adequacy
for the phylogenetic problem (e.g., Grant and Kluge,
2003).

However, even if the validity and all assumptions of
the hLRT are accepted, some problems may remain in
its current implementation. As noted by Sanderson and
Kim (2000), this approach suffers from pitfalls such as
the need for arbitrary choice between sequential addi-
tion or removal of parameters as well as election of the
order in which they are to be removed. These arbitrary
choices may influence which model is selected by the
hLRT (Cunningham et al., 1998; Zhang, 1999; Sanderson
and Kim, 2000; Posada and Crandall, 2001; Posada and
Buckley, in press). In such cases, these choices could in-
fluence any ML estimation (or any Bayesian or distance-
based analysis), possibly affecting our understanding
and characterization of the underlying evolutionary pro-
cess and the estimation of the ML topology.

Posada and Crandall (2001) evaluated the perfor-
mance of four different implementations of hLRT in sim-
ulated data sets, concluding that these may select differ-
ent models under some circumstances, but regardless,
their accuracy in selecting the simulation model was
almost identical most of the time. Cunningham et al.
(1998) also tested different hLRT but using experimental
phylogenies, arriving at different selected models with
different parameter addition sequences (but see Posada
and Crandall (2001) for a critique of their approach). Al-
though the degree to which different implementations
of the hLRT affect the results of empirical data analy-
ses has not been yet assessed, most empirical ML analy-

TABLE 1. Data sets analyzed in this work. ntax = number of taxa included in the data matrix; bp = total number of aligned nucleotides
included in the data set (number of parsimony-informative sites given between parentheses).

Data set ntax bp Gene Reference

1 9 903 (202) Cyt b Wiens and Whollingsworth (2000)
2 13 901 (227) ND4 (+ tRNAs) Wiens and Whollingsworth (2000)
3 11 1045 (156) Cyt b + tRNAthr McCracken et al. (1999)
4 16 987 (127) 12s Lundrigan et al. (2002)
5 11 1007 (331) 12s Springer et al. (1999)
6 18 1134 (283) 12s + tRNAval + 16s Stanhoppe et al. (1998)
7 16 278 (47) β2-microglobulin Lundrigan et al. (2002)
8 16 1145 (321) Cyt b Lundrigan et al. (2002)
9 10 543 (138) COI Canatella et al. (1998)

10 16 1949 (206) 18s + 28s Hedges et al. (1990)
11 25 2001 (615) Cyt b + COI + COII Wayne et al. (1997)
12 19 1189 (242) 12s + tRNAval,phe + 16s Burk et al. (1998)
13 21 2072 (946) 18s Halanych (1996)
14 200 1850 (412) 18s Soltis et al. (1997)
15 133 1512 (704) 18s Giribet and Ribera (1998)
16 200 1120 (601) Cyt b Johnson (2001)
17 287 1134 (653) Cyt b Weksler (personal communication)
18 140 686 (209) rDNA ITS + trnL intr Wojciechowski et al. (1999)

ses that used a model selection criterion used the single
hLRT implemented in the program Modeltest (Posada
and Crandall, 1998). Here, 32 variants of hLRT are ex-
plored for 18 empirical data sets in order to test their
influence on the selected models and their effect on the
estimation of the optimal topology.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data Sets

Eighteen data sets were gathered for this study. Some
were provided by the authors and the rest were down-
loaded from two websites (Treebase: http://herbaria.
harvard.edu/treebase, and Systematic Biology’s home-
page: http://systematicbiology.org). The size of most of
these varies from 9 to 25 taxa and 0.277 and 2.072 kb
(a list of the matrices analyzed is given in Table 1), al-
though 5 are much larger (i.e., 133 to 287 taxa and 0.686 to
1.850 kb).

Parameter Estimation Protocol

ML scores (with specifications of the parameter values)
were estimated under the 56 different models of charac-
ter change implemented in Modeltest 3.06 (Posada and
Crandall, 1998). Although 56 different Markov models
seem to be a somewhat large quantity, it represents only
a small fraction of possible models (Sanderson and Kim,
2000).

ML estimations were performed using PAUP∗ 4.0b10
(Swofford, 2002). Optimal branch lengths were calcu-
lated using a maximum of 20 smoothing passes im-
plemented in the Raphson-Newton iteration procedure.
Nucleotide-substitution parameters were heuristically
estimated using a parsimony-based approximation as
starting point. The � distribution for heterogeneous rates
was estimated through the discrete-� approximation
proposed by Yang (1994) using four rate categories rep-
resented by their mean. Among the analyzed datasets,
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there were not cases of extreme rate heterogeneity (as
measured by an α < 0.001). However, those data sets in
which the α parameter of the � distribution was opti-
mized as smaller than 0.2 (for any model) were analyzed
using eight rate categories. The estimation of the 56 like-
lihood scores was conducted on the same tree (arbitrarily
chosen from the set of MPTs of each data set). The max-
imum parsimony trees were found through a heuristic
search of 10 replicates of a random stepwise addition plus
a round of TBR branch swapping for the smaller datasets.
The larger data sets were analyzed using more efficient
tree search strategies (Goloboff, 1999) implemented in
the software TNT (Goloboff et al., 2000).

Hierarchical Likelihood Ratio Test

The likelihood scores of the assumed topology for each
data set were evaluated using different variations of the
hierarchical LRTs. This method is a classic statistical hy-
pothesis testing of relative goodness of fit based in the
statistic δ and follows this form:

δ = 2(lnL1 − lnL0)

where L0 is the likelihood under the null hypothesis
(simple model) and L1 is the likelihood under the alter-
native hypothesis (complex model). When the simpler
model is a special case of the complex model (i.e., taking
the derivatives of the likelihood function with respect to
the parameters, the simpler model is a linear subspace
of the more complex model’s differentials), the signifi-
cance of the δ statistic is usually assessed assuming it
to be asymptotically distributed as χ2 with q degrees
of freedom, where q is the difference in number of free
parameters between the two models (Yang et al., 1995;
Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997; Posada and Crandall,
2001). In cases where the null model has the parameter
being tested fixed at a boundary of its parameter space,
a mixed χ2 distribution was used to assess significance
(Ota et al., 2000; Goldman and Whelan, 2000; Posada and
Crandall, 2001). In order to evaluate all the considered
models, this test was implemented successively perform-
ing pairwise comparisons of nested models in a hierar-
chical way (i.e., hLRT as defined by Posada and Crandall,
1998, 2001).

In order to test the effects of different hLRT in em-
pirical datasets, 32 different hLRTs were employed here.
These consisted of 16 different orders in which parame-
ters were tested, starting either from the simplest model
(bottom-up approach adding parameters) or from the
most complex model (top-down approach deleting pa-
rameters). The different orders of parameter addition (or
removal) used in these variants of the hLRTs are shown
in Figure 1 and listed in Table 2.

The 32 different hLRTs were implemented here by
modifying the original source code of Modeltest 3.06
(Posada and Crandall, 1998) that uses a particular
bottom-up hLRT. Modeltest is a free software published
under the GNU license, the source code of which
is available at no charge from the author’s website

TABLE 2. Sequence in which the parameters were tested in each
of the 32 alternative hLRT implemented here. bu = bottom-up se-
quence in which the addition of parameters are successively tested;
td = top-down sequence in which the removal of parameters are suc-
cessively tested; π = parameters of base frequencies; ts�=tv = transi-
tion/transversion rate ratio parameter; ts1 �=ts2 = independent rate pa-
rameters for each of the two transitions types; tv1 �=tv2 = independent
rate parameters for two different transversion types; tv1 �= tv2 �= tv3 �=tv4

= independent rate parameters for each of the four transversion types;
� = rate heterogeneity parameter using gamma distribution; pinv =
invariants parameter.

hLRT Parameter addition (or removal) sequence

bu1 π → ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → � →
pinv

bu2 π ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2 → � →
Pinv

bu3 π ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 →
pinv → �

bu4 π ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2 →
pinv → �

bu5 � → pinv → π ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 →
tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4

bu6 � → pinv → π ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 →
ts1 �=ts2

bu7 pinv → �π ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4

bu8 pinv → �π ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2

bu9 π � → pinv → ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 →
tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4

bu10 π → � → pinv → ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 →
ts1 �=ts2

bu11 π pinv → � ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4

bu12 π pinv → � ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2

bu13 ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → π� →
pinv

bu14 ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2 → π� → Pinv

bu15 ts�=tv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → π

pinv → �

bu16 ts�=tv → tv1 �=tv2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → ts1 �=ts2 → π

pinv → �

td1 π → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 → ts�=tv→ � →
pinv

td2 π → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts�=tv→ � →
pinv

td3 π → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 → ts�=tv→
pinv → �

td4 π → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts�=tv→
pinv → �

td5 � → pinv → π → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 →
ts�=tv

td6 � → pinv → π → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 →
ts�=tv

td7 pinv → � → π → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 →
ts�=tv

td8 pinv → � → π → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 →
ts�=tv

td9 π → � → pinv → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 →
ts�=tv

td10 π → � → pinv → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 →
ts�=tv

td11 π → pinv → � → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 →
ts�=tv

td12 π → pinv → � → ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 →
ts�=tv

td13 tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 → ts�=tv→ π → � →
pinv

td14 ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts�=tv→ π → � →
pinv

td15 tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts1 �=ts2 → ts�=tv→ π →
pinv → �

td16 ts1 �=ts2 → tv1 �=tv2 �=tv3 �=tv4 → tv1 �=tv2 → ts�=tv→ π →
pinv → �
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FIGURE 1. Relationship among the 56 models used in this study. These models are linked by lines representing the individual likelihood
ratio tests used to choose between two given models in each step of the hLRT (i.e., testing the addition or removal of the parameters in which
the two models differ). Solid black lines represent LRT of nucleotide-substitution parameters (the parameters tested are specified above each
line one of the set of models). Dashed black lines represent LRT testing the presence of unequal base frequencies (π parameter). Dashed gray
lines represent LRT testing the presence of rate heterogeneity through the gamma distribution (�). Dotted black lines represent LRT testing
the inclusion of the invariants parameter (pinv). The models of DNA substitution follow the notation of Posada and Crandall (1998): JC (Jukes
and Cantor, 1969), F81 (Felsenstein, 1981), K80 (Kimura, 1980), HKY (Hasegawa et al., 1985), TrN (Tamura and Nei, 1993), TrNef (TrN equal
base frequencies), K81 (Kimura, 1981), K81uf (K81 unequal base frequencies), TIM (Posada, 2003), TVM (Posada, 2003), GTR (Rodrı́guez et al.,
1990), TIMef (TIM with equal base frequencies), TVMef (TVM with equal base frequencies), and SYM (Zharkikh, 1994). The addition of G
and I to the model name represents the inclusion of rate heterogeneity using the gamma distribution and the proportion of invariable sites,
respectively.

http://darwin.uvigo.es/software/modeltest.html). In
addition to the hLRT, the original source code of Mod-
eltest was also used to calculate the Akaike information
criterion (AIC), an information-theoretic approach to
model selection (as described in Posada and Crandall,
2001). The modified versions made for this study are sim-
ilarly available at request from the author of this paper.

Effects on Topology Estimation

In order to test the influence of the different models
selected by distinct hLRT, heuristic ML searches assum-
ing the selected model (with their estimated parameter
values) were performed for the smaller datasets. These
analyses were conducted using the most dissimilar mod-
els selected for each of these datasets (in particular those
models that differ markedly in their substitution param-

eters). The heuristic likelihood searches were conducted
in PAUP∗ 4.0b10 (Swofford, 2002) and consisted of per-
forming a round of TBR branch swapping on the most
parsimonious tree used for selecting the optimal mod-
els. In cases where different selected models produced
different ML trees, more exhaustive tree search strate-
gies were conducted (i.e., 10 replicates of random addi-
tion sequences followed by TBR branch swapping). After
the completion of these tree searches, additional rounds
of model selection procedure were conducted using the
same hLRT but using the ML tree (instead of the parsi-
mony tree as in the original model selection). The newly
selected models were then assumed during a subsequent
heuristic likelihood tree search. This iterative procedure
of model selection and tree estimation was performed
until a stable solution was achieved (following the pro-
tocol proposed by Sullivan and Swofford, 1997).
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FIGURE 2. Influence of the different hLRTs in the selected models. (A) Frequency histogram of number of different models selected by different
hLRTs per data set. (B) Frequency histogram of maximum difference in number of parameters between the selected models in each data set.

RESULTS

The analyses of the data sets considered here showed
that, more often than not, different hLRTs selected dif-
ferent models. In 15 out of the 18 data sets analyzed,
there were at least two different substitution models se-
lected as optimal depending on the hLRT used to eval-
uate them. In some cases, only two models were alter-
natively selected as optimal, but in other datasets up to
seven different models were considered as optimal by
different hLRT (Fig. 2A). For some data sets (4 out of the
18), the different selected models were very similar, dif-
fering only in one parameter. However, in more than half
of the matrices analyzed here (10 data sets), the selected
models varied markedly in their complexity (differing in
a maximum of three to six parameters; see Fig. 2B).

Bottom-Up versus Top-Down

The effect of these two approaches was compared
when the order of parameters addition/removal was
identical (e.g., bu1 versus td1). Different models were
selected as optimal in 39% to 61% of the data sets, de-
pending on the order in which parameters were tested
(see Table 3 for a detailed summary). The top-down ap-
proach often selected a more parameter-rich model than
the bottom-up approach (Table 3); however, for some
data sets the bottom-up approach yielded more complex
models for most parameter addition sequences (Fig. 3).
The AIC was also employed to select the optimal model
in each of these datasets (Table 4). This measure usually
selected more complex models than most of the imple-
mentations of hLRT. In most of the other data sets (11 out
of the 18), the AIC selected the most complex model of
the set of models selected by the different hLRTs. Fur-
thermore, in two of the analyzed data sets (data sets 7
and 13), the AIC selected more complex models than
any of the models selected by the different hLRTs. De-
spite these trends, the outcome of AIC and hLRT is still
data set dependent, because in three of the analyzed data
sets (2, 3, and 16), some of the hLRTs selected a more com-
plex model than the AIC. Additionally, in two data sets

the AIC and the 32 different hLRTs selected the same
model.

In sum, the AIC and the two LRT approaches usu-
ally selected different models and in most cases the top-
down hLRT and the AIC yielded more complex models,
although this seems to be data set dependent.

Order of Parameters

The multiple pairwise models tests can be done in dif-
ferent ways depending on the order in which parame-
ters are being added or deleted. In the results obtained
here, the bottom-up hLRT was much more affected by pa-
rameter addition order than the top-down approach. The
16 variants of the top-down approach selected a unique
model in 16 data sets, although in data sets 6 and 7 two
alternative models were selected in each case (depending

TABLE 3. Summary of comparisons between the bottom-up and
top-down approach. dif = number of data sets in which an equivalent
top-down and bottom-up approach (i.e., that use the same parameter-
addition/removal sequence) yielded different models; bu = number
of datasets in which a bottom-up approach; yielded more complex
models than a top-down approach; td = number of data sets in which
a bottom-up approach yielded more complex models than a bottom-up
approach.

hLRT dif bu td

1 7 3 3
2 7 3 3
3 9 6 3
4 9 6 3
5 9 1 8
6 8 1 7
7 10 3 7
8 9 3 6
9 8 0 8

10 7 0 7
11 10 3 7
12 9 3 6
13 10 4 5
14 10 4 5
15 11 6 5
16 11 6 5
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FIGURE 3. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for the data set 7 (Lundrigan et al., 2002). The y-axis represents the likelihood scores of each of the
56 different models on the maximum parsimony tree assumed during the initial round of model selection. The 56 models are ordered along the
abscissa according to their substitution and base frequency parameters. Within each subdivision the models are ordered from left to right: no
rate heterogeneity (•), with invariants parameter (�), with gamma distribution (�), and with invariants plus gamma distribution (+). Solid lines
represent the path of bottom-up hierarchical likelihood ratio test from the simplest model (JC) to the model selected as optimal. Dashed lines
represent the path of top-down hLRT, from the most complex model (GTR+I+�) to the model selected as optimal. At the end of these paths, the
selected models are circled. Each of the solid line-segments that form the path of a bottom-up hLRT represents an individual likelihood ratio test
that accepted the alternative (more complex) model (i.e., the addition of the parameter being tested). Each of the dashed line-segments that form
the path of a top-down hLRT represents an individual likelihood ratio test that rejected the alternative (more complex) model (i.e., accepted the
removal of the parameter being tested). In this data set, bottom-up parameter-addition sequences selected either HKY+� (e.g., bu1 shown in
figure) or HKY+I (e.g., bu3). Both models are more complex than the one selected by the top-down parameter-removal sequences td5 and td6
(dashed lines).

on the parameter removal sequence; see Fig. 3). In con-
trast, the 16 different bottom-up hLRTs showed a marked
dependence on the order of parameter addition. This ap-
proach selected different models in 12 out of the 18 data
sets and sometimes these models differed widely in their
constituent parameters (Fig. 4).

In half of the data sets, differences among the results of
the bottom-up hLRT involved the presence of rate hetero-
geneity parameters. Usually, the inclusion of any of these
parameters greatly increases the likelihood score. How-
ever, in all the cases analyzed here, the gamma distribu-
tion parameter (α) increased the likelihood score more
drastically than the inclusion of the invariants parame-
ter (pinv). When the presence of the invariants parame-
ter is tested before the gamma distribution, the selected
model usually have a lower score than an alternative
model with the same number of parameters (e.g., select-
ing HKY+I instead of HKY+�; Fig. 5) or have more pa-
rameters than needed (e.g., selecting GTR+I+� when
GTR+� is equally optimal; Fig. 6).

In seven of the analyzed data sets, the results of the
alternative bottom-up hLRT resulted in selected mod-
els that differ in their substitution parameters. In these
cases, the results of the significance tests of the substitu-
tion parameters were highly affected by the presence of

other parameters in the pair of models being tested. This
suggest the lack of independence between most of the
parameters involved in these models, a dependence pre-
viously noted by several researchers (e.g., Sullivan et al.,
1996, 1999). As expected, the presence of nucleotide fre-
quency (π ) and rate heterogeneity parameters (pinv and
α) often caused the selection of models with fewer sub-
stitution parameters than when substitution parameters
are tested before the frequency and heterogeneity param-
eters (Fig. 7). However, in some cases, if nucleotide fre-
quency parameters (π ) are tested first, the selected model
has more nucleotide-substitution parameters (Fig. 8).

Topology Estimation

The different models selected by the alternative hLRT
can, theoretically, affect the estimation of the ML topol-
ogy. In order to assess the degree to which this happens,
heuristic ML searches were conducted for some data sets
assuming the models selected by the hLRTs. Due to time
constraints, this was done only for some of the smaller
data sets (matrices 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 9, 11, and 12), alternatively
assuming the most dissimilar models selected by the dif-
ferent hLRTs. In six out of the eight data sets, the different
models assumed selected the same ML topology in the
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TABLE 4. Summary of the alternative models selected by different
hLRTs and AIC for each dataset during the initial round of model selec-
tion. Examples of the hLRTs that found each of the selected models is
given (bun and tdn represent cases in which every order of parameter-
addition or parameter-removel resulted in the same model).

Data set hLRT model AIC model

1 TVM+� (bu1) GTR+I+�

TVM+I+� (bu3)
GTR+� (bu13)
GTR+I+� (bu16)
TVM+� (tdn)

2 GTR+� (bu1) K81uf+I+�

GTR+I+� (bu3)
K81uf+I+� (bu11)
K81uf+� (tdn)

3 GTR+� (bu1) GTR+�

GTR+I+� (bu3)
TrN+I+� (bu7)
TVM+� (bu13)
TVM+I+� (bu15)
TrN+� (td1)
HKY+� (td2)

4 GTR+� (bu1, tdn) GTR+I+�

GTR+I+� (bu3)
5 GTR+I+� (bu3) GTR+I+�

TrN+� (bu5)
TrN+I+� (bu9)
GTR+� (tdn)

6 HKY+� (bu1) TVM+I+�

HKY+I+� (td5)
7 HKY+G (bu1) HKY+�

HKY+I (bu3)
K80+I (td5)

8 TrN+I+� (bu5) GTR+I+�

GTR+I+� (bu1, tdn)
9 GTR+I+� (bun, tdn) GTR+I+�

10 GTR+I+� (bun, tdn) GTR+I+�

11 HKY+I+� (bu5) GTR+I+�

GTR+I+� (bu1, tdn)
12 TrN+� (bu1) GTR+I+�

TrN+I+� (bu3)
GTR+I+� (tdn)

13 TrN+I+� (bun, tdn) TIM+I+�

14 TrN+I+� (bun) GTR+I+�

GTR+I+� (tdn)
15 TrNef+I+� (bu1) GTR+I+�

TrN+I+� (bu5)
GTR+I+� (tdn)

16 GTR+I+� (bu1) TVM+I+�

TVM+I+� (tdn)
17 TVM+I+� (bu5) GTR+I+�

GTR+I+G (tdn)
18 TrN+I+� (bu1) SYM+I+�

TrNef+I+� (bu15)
SYM+I+� (tdn)

initial heuristic tree search. In data sets 5 and 11, how-
ever, the two models used here resulted in different ML
topologies in the initial tree searches.

In data set 5, the bottom-up approach hLRTbu3 selected
the most complex model (GTR+I+�), whereas an alter-
native bottom-up approach, hLRTbu5, selected a simpler
model (TrN+�). ML searches under the two models (as-
suming the optimal parameter values) yielded different
ML trees. Additional iterations of hLRT model selection
(applying hLRTbu3 and hLRTbu5, assuming the respective
ML topologies) were conducted applying iteratively the
procedure proposed by Sullivan and Swofford (1997).

This procedure consistently yielded the same dissimilar
results for these two hLRTs, as in the initial model selec-
tion procedure (and consequently the same two alterna-
tive topologies shown in Fig. 9). In this case, if these12S
rRNA mammal sequences are analyzed, the arbitrary
choice between hLRTbu3 and hLRTbu5 results in choos-
ing between these two hypotheses on the evolutionary
history of this group (Fig. 9).

In dataset 11, hLRTbu1 selected the most com-
plex model (GTR+I+�), whereas another bottom-up
approach, hLRTbu5, selected a much simpler model
(HKY+I+�) (Fig. 10). The initial tree searches resulted
in different maximum likelihood trees for each of these
two models (Fig. 11). As in data set 5, the use of the iter-
ative procedure (Sullivan and Swofford, 1997) of hLRT
model selection consistently yielded the same dissimilar
results as the initial model selection procedure (and con-
sequently the same two alternative topologies shown in
Fig. 11).

It must be noted that in both cases the alternative
topologies are similar to each other (differing in ei-
ther one or two NNI) and similarly supported by the
data. For instance, in data set 5, the likelihood scores of
the two alternative topologies are notably similar (un-
der GTR+I+�: −6439.10142 versus −6439.65909, and
under TrN+�: −6469.89133 versus −6470.18839). The
only clade supported under GTR+I+� but not un-
der TrN+� (i.e., mouse/rat+rabbit) is only moder-
ately supported by the data (Bayesian posterior prob-
ability under GTR+I+� is 0.753). Similarly, in data
set 11, the likelihood scores are very similar under
GTR+I+� (−13219.50525 versus −13219.44782) and un-
der HKY+I+� (−13226.32427 versus −13226.61326). In
this case, support for the alternative clades is markedly
low (Bayesian posterior probability under GTR+I+� for
the clade 1 is 0.639 and for clade 2 is 0.117; see Fig. 11).
Thus, in these cases, topological differences between dif-
ferent models appear to involve only poorly supported
clades. It could be argued, as suggested by one of the re-
viewers, that these topological differences are not a real
problem because the data do not show a large degree of
support to either of the two trees (or models). Clearly, in
these cases, the uncertainties in model and topology can
be incorporated in the results of the phylogenetic anal-
ysis. However, these uncertainties (and possibly others)
may remain hidden when a single (or even a few) hLRT
scheme is conducted.

DISCUSSION

As previously recognized (Sanderson and Kim, 2000),
there is no justification for preferring any one of the mul-
tiple options of sequence of parameter addition (or re-
moval). The results presented here show that, in most
of the empirical data sets analyzed here, more than one
model is selected as optimal by the different sequences
of parameter addition of the alternative hLRT. Further-
more, in some cases, the alternative models can lead
to different ML topologies. In some cases, a pair of
alternative models selected by the different hLRTs could
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FIGURE 4. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 3 (McCracken et al., 1999) in which three different bottom-up parameter-addition
sequences selected three different models (TrN+I+�, TVM+�, and GTR+�) of dissimilar complexity (i.e., number of parameters). The graph
follows the same convention as Figure 3.

FIGURE 5. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 7 (Lundrigan et al., 2002). Two bottom-up parameter-addition sequences are shown. In
one of them the invariants parameter is tested before the gamma distribution. This hLRT selects a model (HKY+I) with lower score and equal
number of parameters than the model selected when the gamma distribution is tested before the invariants (HKY+�). The graph follows the
same convention as Figure 3.
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FIGURE 6. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 3 (McCracken et al., 1999). Final steps of two bottom-up parameter-addition sequence
are shown. In one of them the invariants parameter is tested before the gamma distribution. This hLRT selects a model (GTR+I+�) with
nonsignificantly different score and higher number of parameters than the model selected when the gamma distribution is tested before the
invariants (GTR+�). The graph follows the same convention as Figure 3.

FIGURE 7. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 1 (Wiens and Whollingsworth, 2000). Three bottom-up parameter-addition sequences
are shown. In two of them, the rate heterogeneity or base frequency are tested before the substitution parameters. These two hLRTs select a
simpler model (TVM+�) than the model selected when the substitution parameters are the first to be tested (GTR+�). The graph follows the
same convention as Figure 3.
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FIGURE 8. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 8 (Lundrigan et al., 2002). Two bottom-up parameter-addition sequences are shown.
In one of them, the base frequency is tested before the substitution parameters. This hLRT selects a more complex model (GTR+I+�) than the
model selected when the substitution parameters are tested first (TrN+I+�). The graph follows the same convention as Figure 3.

FIGURE 9. Scheme of the protocol of two alternative iterative sequences of hLRTs (a top-down and a bottom-up approach) and likelihood
heuristic tree searches for data set 5 (12S rRNA of Springer et al., 1999) that results in two different models and topologies.
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FIGURE 10. Paths of the alternative hLRTs for data set 11 (Wayne et al., 1997). The two different bottom-up parameter-addition sequences
showed here select drastically different models that causes differences in their respective maximum likelihood topologies. The graph follows the
same convention as Figure 3.

be compared through an additional LRT. However, these
comparisons suffer from some limitations: (1) they can
only be done in the case of nested models (or alternatively
requiring the time-consuming Monte Carlo procedures);
and (2) when more than two models are selected, multi-
ple comparisons are needed (requiring the problematic
choice of testing order and starting point).

As noted by Sanderson and Kim (2000), these prob-
lems are common to any sequential hypothesis-testing
approach, as seen in the case of model selection for mul-
tiple linear regressions. In contrast to the recent concern
(but see Minin et al., 2003) on this problem within phy-
logenetics, it has been extensively treated in the field of
linear regressions since the availability of computers al-
lowed the consideration of numerous alternative mod-
els and the dangers of mechanically using automatic
and prefixed model selection procedures became evi-
dent (Miller, 1984, 1990; Draper and Smith, 1998). Possi-
ble improvements to current implementations of hLRTs
include the commonly used forward selection or back-
ward elimination methods (Hamaker, 1962; Abt, 1967;
Mantel, 1970; Cox and Snell, 1974), in which the order of
parameter addition is not predetermined but is decided
considering which of the alternative models has a better
fit (similar to the dynamic LRT of Posada and Crandall,
2001). Additionally, Efroymson (1960) proposed the step-
wise procedure as a solution to this problem. Here, the
LRTs are also conducted sequentially, but alternatively
testing the addition of a parameter to the current model
and the removal of a parameter from the current model
until the algorithm converges. These and many other
solutions could be implemented for model selection in
phylogenetics and could eliminate the need of the above-

mentioned arbitrary decisions in ML analyses. However,
despite these possible solutions to these problems, they
need to be further explored.

Alternatively, other model-selection criteria have been
proposed that differ from the classic statistical testing
approach to model selection, since it was noted to be a
frequently abused and poorly understood method of ap-
plied statistics that lacks a firm theoretical base (Copas,
1984; Burnham and Anderson, 1998). Some options to
the hypothesis-testing approach include information-
theoretic approaches such as those based on the AIC
(Kishino and Hasegawa, 1989; Tamura, 1994; Muse, 1999;
Posada and Buckley, in press) or Bayesian methods
(Morozov et al., 2000; Bollback, 2002; Suchard et al.,
2002; Minin et al., 2003; Huelsenbeck et al., 2004). These
avoid some of the problems noted here for hLRTs be-
cause they evaluate all the models simultaneously, avoid-
ing all the problems related with the starting point and
the sequence of parameter addition (or removal). Fur-
thermore, they also avoid the need for critical distri-
butions and arbitrary significance values, seen as pit-
falls of the hypothesis-testing approach by some authors
(e.g., Burnham and Anderson, 1998; Sanderson and Kim,
2000).

Some of these methods also allow incorporating uncer-
tainty in model selection. This issue is of special interest
because, in some cases, the data may not contain enough
information to clearly discriminate among all possible
models (with a precise estimate of all their parameters),
being the likelihood scores of alternative models remark-
ably similar to each other. In these cases, the data sets will
probably be prone to have sensitivity in the parameter-
addition sequence and starting point during model
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FIGURE 11. Scheme of the protocol of two alternative iterative sequences of bottom-up hLRTs and likelihood heuristic tree searches for data
set 11 (Wayne et al., 1997) that results in two different models and topologies.

selection by hLRT. Cases such as data sets 5 and 11 would
certainly be benefited from the inclusion of model un-
certainty within the phylogenetic analysis. If these data
sets cannot discriminate among the competing models
selected by different hLRTs, the topological differences
of their ML trees (of the alternative models) should be
regarded as uncertainties in the ML analysis of the phy-
logenetic relationships of these groups.

Finally, it is important to note that the effects of the
alternative approaches to hLRT (e.g., top-down versus
bottom-up) and their final consequences in the likeli-
hood analysis seem to be markedly data set dependent.
This pattern (and the small number of data sets sam-
pled here) precludes the formulation of general recom-
mendations on which hLRT would be best for empirical
analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

The existence of objective, statistical, model-selection
procedures is commonly cited as an important advantage
of ML approaches to phylogenetics (Swofford et al., 1996;
Huelsenbeck and Crandall, 1997; Sullivan and Swofford,
1997), and the current implementation of hLRTs is clearly

the most widely used model-selection criterion in phy-
logenetics.

Recently, the adequacy of the hypothesis testing ap-
proach for model selection in phylogenetics was criti-
cized on other grounds (e.g., Burnham and Anderson,
1998; Sanderson and Kim, 2000; Grant and Kluge, 2003).
The present study of a small sample of empirical datasets
shows that in most of these cases, at least some of the
hLRTs lead to different models selected as optimal. These
models are usually similar, but in some cases they can
differ widely in their complexity and therefore affect all
inferences, including the estimation of the ML topology.
Thus, arbitrary decisions on the starting point and the
parameter addition (or removal) sequences can have im-
portant consequences for ML analyses.

These results suggest that caution should be used
when applying current implementations of hLRT pro-
tocols for model selection. The use of iterative cycles
of hLRT model selection followed by ML tree searches
(Sullivan and Swofford, 1997) might ameliorate the
impact of arbitrary choices between alternative hLRT
schemes, although in the cases tested here still lead to dif-
ferent results (e.g., data sets 5 and 11). If the current hLRT
approach were used, it would be advisable to investigate
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as thoroughly as possible the impact of the hLRT scheme
choice on the phylogenetic relationships of the group un-
der study. In particular, it seems that this problem might
be more conspicuous in data sets that are not informative
enough to select a single optimal model.

Possible solutions to the problems of current hLRT
protocols include posterior comparisons among the se-
lected models or other algorithms developed within the
hypothesis-testing approach (e.g., Efroymson, 1960). Al-
ternatively, hLRTs could be abandoned altogether in fa-
vor of other model selection criteria (e.g., AIC, BIC; see
Posada and Buckley, in press), although their behavior
in phylogenetics needs to be further explored.
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